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—which Charles later exchanged for Sicily—and Naples
were conceded to Austria and thus to the Habsburgs.
He was so bitterly disappointed at losing the Spanish
crown that he considered the provinces he had gained
merely as a small part of the kingdom he had lost, and
not as an addition to the Habsburgs' Austrian territories.
He governed them as Spanish domains, thus preventing
their effectual assimilation to Austria.
Charles was so distressed by the loss of Spain that
he had no presentiment of the trouble the so-called
Barrier Treaty of 1715, which followed the Peace of
Utrecht, would cause his successors. This treaty, which
later led to the beginning of the Seven Years War,
stipulated that, though the Spanish Netherlands were
ceded to Austria, the barrier towns, occupied by the
troops of the Maritime Powers, were to bear the brunt
of any attacks made by France. These towns as, J. F.
Bright says, became the bulwark against the advance of
France, and yet the Low Countries, governed by Austria
and financed with Austrian money, were to raise the
taxes needed to maintain these foreign troops.
In his personal habits, too, Charles showed that he
never forgot that he had lost Spain. At formal Court
functions in Vienna he wore a short Spanish coat of
black material trimmed with lace, a large hat decorated
with plumes, which was bent back d VEspagnol, and
his stockings and shoes were red.
Actually, Charles had been forced to leave his beloved
Spain two years before the Peace of Utrecht was declared.
His brother Joseph, who had succeeded their father in
1705, died of small-pox in 1711, He had left only two
daughters, and Charles was abruptly summoned from
his struggle for a hypothetical throne in Spain to become
the ruler of Austria's vast territories and the candidate

